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Introducing All Things Last Mile
Welcome to the first edition of the All Things Last Mile newsletter. We
understand that busy people don’t have time to search for the latest
logistics industry news. That’s why we decided to create a newsletter
where all you have to do is subscribe.
All Things Last Mile will bring you trends, predictions, challenges and
noteworthy news about the logistics industry.

Industry News

Seoul Robotics introduces V2X
sensor tower to automate BMW
fleets at Munich manufacturing
facility
Seoul Robotics has big ideas for the
last-mile logistics industry. They are
an AI-based perception software
company that wants to control a fleet
of vehicles through on sensor tower.
Read More

Truckers warn vaccine mandate
at
U.S. border could worsen supply
chain issues
Vaccine mandates that come into
effect on Saturday, Jan 15th, will
severely impact the supply chain and
trucking industry. With up to 30% of
Alberta truck drivers not fully
vaccinated, shoppers can expect
delays.
Read More

Shipping and Logistics Costs Are
Expected to Keep Rising in 2022
Everyday product prices will increase
in 2022 thanks to supply chain costs

and the COVID-19 pandemic.
Consumers could feel the impact as
transportation and logistics providers
seek more money.
Read More

I'm a CEO at One of the World's
Biggest Shipping and Logistics
Companies. Here's How My
Industry Can Go Green
Learn how Vincent Clerc, CEO of
Ocean & Logistics at A.P. Moller,
believes the logistics industry can
become environmentally friendly.
Recent supply chain and climate
change issues have illuminated the
need for change.
Read More
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*”Global Last Mile Delivery Market 2021 by Key Players, Regions, Type, and Application,
forecast to 2027” published by AllTheResearch
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